ZERO PROJECT CALL FOR NOMINATIONS ON
INDEPENDENT LIVING & POLITICAL PARTICIPATION, AND ICT

#ZeroCall23 Info Sheet

#ZeroCall23 calls on inclusive, innovative, and scalable solutions from around the world to submit their nominations, which will be evaluated in a multi-step process that includes peer-review and voting. A select number of solutions will receive a Zero Project Award and support through the Zero Project Network of 6,000 members from over 100 countries.

WHY NOMINATE YOUR SOLUTION?

Among hundreds of nominations, a panel of experts and peer-reviewers will evaluate, scrutinize, provide feedback, and select outstanding practices and policies – the Zero Project Awardees. In addition to international recognition, the renowned Zero Project Award provides numerous benefits to its Awardees, such as:

- Each Awardee will be invited to present at the annual Zero Project Conference at the United Nations (UN) Offices in Vienna (AT).
- Awardees receive access to the Zero Project Network, which includes leading organizations, such as the UN, governments, the business sector, international funding agencies, foundations or globally active non-government organizations.
- Moreover, additional opportunities present themselves for Awardees that intend to scale internationally, or to replicate their solutions.

INFORMATION

- Full details on topic definitions and examples of solutions that will be accepted
- “How to” resources and FAQ
- Full details on the research and selection process
zeroproject.org/zerocall23

#ZEROCALL23 TIMELINE

- May 2, 2022 - #ZeroCall23 opens: You can now submit your nomination!
- Jun 19, 2022 - #ZeroCall23 closes: Nominations can no longer be submitted
- May-Aug 2022 - Selection process: Multi-step selection process, including peer-review and voting
- Sep 2022 - Final decisions: Fact-checking and notifying Awardees; personalized feedback on submission
- Dec 3, 2022 - Public Announcement: Awardees are publicly announced and presented

NOMINATION

- You will be guided through the nomination form step by step
- The form takes approx. 1 hour to complete
- It is available in English, German, Spanish, French, Russian, and Arabic.
database.zeroproject.org/Signup/ZP/2023

For any other questions contact office@zeroproject.org